Efforts have been made to utilize AI constructs to identify flaws in the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) faceplate regions. In order to expand the applicability of these algorithms to a larger problem domain, the automatic visual inspection system(AVIS) has been modified to enable a user with little or no image processing background to define a system capable of identifying flaws on a given set of imagery. This system requires the user to simply identify flawed regions and the selection of processing and feature descriptors is performed automatically. This paper explicates the motivations, definitions, and performance issues associated with the AVIS paradigm.
INTRODUCTION
Beginning in 1991, an effort has been made to utilize AI techniques for the identification of flaw characteristics in SSME engine images [1] [2][3] [4] . The first phase of this research emphasized the development of algorithms to segment and identify morphological anomalies in the engine faceplate region( Fig. 1) . The second phase involved analysis of discoloration flaws and development of a multiresolution analysis of the images.
The problems addressed with this research have been that of model representation, AI black board schemes, classification methods, and image processing. In order for flawed regions to be correctly identified a set of algorithms for each flaw type had to be constructed. These algorithms consisted of model based analysis in conjunction with a set of image processing tasks(filtering, transformations, histogram modification, segmentation, ...etc.). The product of these operations is a set of features which must be classified ( i.e. region of interest, flawed region, lighting anomaly). The orchestration of the appropriate set of tasks based on these feature classifications is performed using a blackboard AI structure.
Until recently this research has been focused on the reusable SSME faceplate region. This effort has resulted in automatic inspection capabilities, reducing the amount of required man hours. The use of a model based approach facilitates the application to any morphologically consistent visually inspected image in which a set of flaw characteristics has been established. Currently the AVIS project is being evaluated on a larger problem domain.
The problem domain in question includes several types of inspection imagery from various Aerospace sources. These include radiograph images of aircraft turbine blades, images of turbine components, and various combustion chamber images in addition to the original SSME face plate imagery. Each of these data sets contains a specific set of flaw types to be identified. Each flaw type has a corresponding set of image processing tasks required for an appropriate segmentation and classification of its characteristics.
The processing of each individual flaw and image type would require extensive and tedious trial and error analysis on behalf of an inspection engineer familiar with image processing and classification schemes. This process has been automated in order to allow a user with little experience to define a system capable of identifying the flaw set of his/ Fig. 1 -Diagram of SSME faceplate region her choice. The goal of AVIS is to define processing and classification algorithms automatically, requiring the user to identify the location of the flaws of interest in the training image sample set. Also the user must also explicitly define the regions in which the particular flaw type is expected.
APPROACH
The AVIS system has the capability of representing most of any given images' characteristics through extensive processing and feature set extraction. This overabundance of information needs to be trimmed or pruned until only those characteristics necessary for a particular flaw identification remain. This operation is performed using K means clustering analysis on the full feature set. (Fig 2) We define the necessary image processing for a given image set as:
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In this notation n represents the total number of image processing mappings and m represents a Clustering/Pruning Algorithm the number of mappings contained in the selected subset. Similarly we define the necessary set of feature mappings as:
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Defining a composition of these functions we obtain the mappings:
.., a n r > The problem of defining these necessary features becomes a matter of eliminating appropriate elements from fa nxr g to obtain fa mxs g (referred to as the initial and final feature set respectively).
IMAGE PROCESSING
In order to fully represent a given image characteristics several types of processing must occur. These include edge, textural, and color processing for the definition of image primitives. Through the segmentation and description of these primitives the final feature set and classification system can be defined.
Apriori knowledge is used to limit some of the processing and analysis of the image to regions where one would expect to find specific flaws(i.e. when a set of processing/features is being derived for injector cracks only the injectors should be analyzed). This operation requires the user to create a mask image consisting of polygons and ellipses which represent the morphological structures in question. Examples of these masks can be found in the PROCESSING EXAMPLES section (Fig.9&13) .
Several automatic visual inspection systems have been proposed[5] [6] [7] . These approaches vary in the degree of top-down processing they incorporate, but all have some mechanism for abstracting image primitives through a hierarchical system to the final level of image recognition. The current AVIS specification uses top-down methods in the training phase only. After the proper features and processing have been defined based on cluster analysis for a particular flaw/image set, they remain static for the classification of the testing set. The hierarchical design of the AVIS system is similar to other proposed systems, with segmented image primitives abstracted based on connectivity and similarity to clusters of other primitives. (Fig. 3) EDGE ABSTRACTION -In order to detect intensity changes in an image(appropriate edge information) one should search for a filter that has two salient characteristics. First and foremost, it should be a differential operator, taking either a first or second spatial derivative of the image. Second, it should be capable of being tuned to act at any desired scale, so that large filters can be used to detect blurry shadow edges, and small ones to detect sharply focused fine details in the image. Marr and 
This filter is a circularly symmetric function with the Gaussian function acting as a blurring function and the Laplacian defining the edges in the blurred intensity. The Gaussian distribution has the desirable characteristic of being smooth and localized in both the spatial and frequency domains, hence it is unlikely to introduce any changes that were not present in the original image. The Laplacian filter is the lowest order isotropic differential operator(direction independent). As such it can be used to detect intensity changes provided the blurred image satisfies some weak local requirements.
[9]
The ŉ 2 G(r) operator is typically approximated using a simple difference of Gaussians function with a sigma ratio of 1:1.6 in order minimize computational complexity. A diagram of the of the difference of Gaussian(DOG) functions used with their corresponding variances identified can be seen below in Fig. 4 Let the error function be defined as:
where z i is the actual value of the gray level intensity and z i is the estimated value. The sum of squares error function can now be written as:
S=(Z-h T (u)b) T (Z-h T (u)b).
Minimizing the error function(i.e. dS db + 0) leads to: COLOR TRANSFORMATION -Several of the flaw types encountered in the SSME faceplate imagery were indicated by specific coloring characteristics. In order to identify these flaw types several color mapping schemes were developed. An outline of these color transformations is given in Table1. A more formal explication of these same transformations can be found in [4] .
As one would expect, specific mappings in the color space enable efficient segmentation of specific flaw types. The optimality of the color transform is typically established subjectively by an inspec- tion. In the AVIS system this criterion is established objectively utilizing the clustering algorithms.
USER INTERFACE
The need for various graphic user interfaces and a system capable of transparently communicating between image processing procedures was satisfied by the KBVision software package. This package contains most of the required processing cells and allows for straightforward interaction with our own software. Although the system is capable of performing knowledge based processing, it was found easier to perform all knowledge manipulation using in house software.
The user-system interface was written such that the user need only surround the flaw areas with (Fig.7) . Performing this operation on several flaw regions (over 1 or more images) defines a set of imagery which acts as the AVIS training data. Through the training process a set of image processing algorithms and feature descriptors are defined which allow the isolation and identification of these specific flaw regions.
The user places the window over the regions containing the flaws. These windows will then be used(in conjuntion with other image data) to define the training set for the clustering algorithms.
Fig.7 Flaw identification Interface

FEATURE DEFINITION
The processed images contain regions. These can be either defined using overlapping windows, non-overlapping windows, 4 connected, or 8 connected neighborhoods. Each region has an associated feature vector which represents its general shape characteristics. The features used in the current AVIS implementation are defined as follows: area height width log(height/width) sparsity measure compactness perimeter number of blobs in region number of holes centroid(x,y) major axis elongation
CLUSTERING ANALYSIS
NORMALIZATION -Before any classifications or clustering the feature data must be normalized. The feature data currently consists of a 13 element vector for each of the 20 processing cell for a total of 260. Each of the elements of this 260 dimension vector are normalized between 0 and 1 using the following definition:
x ij is the normalized value,
x ij is the original value, m j is the mean of dimension j .
PRUNING -The clustering algorithm is based on a non-parametric supervised learning scheme. It uses the between class within class (inter and intraclass) variances of the individual feature components to define appropriate clusters and reduce the dimensionality of the space. A psuedocode of the algorithm is given in Fig.8 .
Depending on whether or not the system is in training mode or classification mode, the clusters will either be modified to satisfy the training samples or the clusters will remain static and be used to classify the incoming data. The process of clustering the training data establishes information about the CLASSIFICATION -After the training set has been used for the cluster analysis, classifications can be performed on new images. Performing only those image processing tasks and extracting only those features dictated by the pruning process, one obtains a (normalized) vector to be classified. The classification is based on the cluster centers and variances established from the the training step. These classifications are not absolute, a radial basis activation function with an exponential decay is defined for each cluster. Thus unit j give a maximum response to input vectors near the receptive field centers. The advantages of using these activation functions is that in addition to maintaining exemplar locality they perform well at linear interpolation and extrapolation of previous exemplars. The example given in Fig.11 demonstrates the the varying degrees of flaw isolation defined by different processing methods. The high resolution edge image in this case does little to isolate the flaw region in the image (as indicated in Fig.7) . 
RESULTS
The clustering analysis resulted in pruning many of the superfluous features in the final feature set. Most of the processing tasks which did not benefit the classification were removed from the system. Although the definition of this final feature set had a strong correlation with hand picked values, the current implementation is suboptimal in comparison. A set of training and testing images have been defined consisting of 45 turbine blade and 16 faceplate images. As the optimal clustering algorithm and associated parameters have yet to be defined a set of preliminary results have been established based on the current clustering configuration. Using half of the samples as the training set the classification of the remaining testing sets had an error rate of 12% to 25%. The error was calculated by placing hard limits on the activation function output(i.e. winner take all) and comparing to the user specified classification of the particular region. This error is relatively higher than that obtained from hand picked classification schemes which range from 5% to 14%. The variance of error was due to variations in the clustering parameters and differing testing and training sets.
CONCLUSIONS
The clustering and pruning techniques are currently in their early developmental stages. There still exist many issues which must be resolved. Some of these include: optimal parameter selection, agglomerative vs. divisive approaches to cluster definition, correlation between pruning cluster variance and classification cluster variance, and itterative pruning (in which features are randomly added back into the clustering space). As the system currently satisfies the automatic system design, it is expected that with future development it will better mimic systems defined by inspection engineers.
